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l, Introduction
The controllability of the Short-Channel Effects (SCE) and

the OFF-state cuffent of low-Vth (<0.3V) MOS transistors
becomes a major challenge for low.voltage, low-power
dissipation LSI's. In this context, SOI is recognized to offer
several advantages for low-voltage operation [l-21. Fig.l
compares the OFF current dependence on threshold vottage
for 0.35pm gate length BulkSi. and Fully Deplered (FD) n-
MOSFETs fabricated on 50 nm superficial top Si film on
SIMOX wafers [21. The advantages of SOI are clear. The
impact ionization and floating body effects, however enhance
Vth loweing as the drain voltage increases l3l and contribute
to increase the OFF-state current as illustrated in Fig.2 for
SOI n-MOSFETs with different Vth's. To explain the
experimental results and assess the transistor design it is
essential to have a quantitative and physical model of the
leakage current.
In this pa.per, the OFF-state leakage current in ultra-thin SOI
MOSFET's is analyz-ed including (i) impact ionization (ii)
parasitic bipolar action, and (iii) floating body effects. A
model is presented that gives physical insight on the device
parameters determining the leakage current at low voltage.

2. OFf'-state Curuent in SOI
The OFF current in a MOS transistor is defined as the drain

current at L'gr-OY, Idoff: Id(PgrOV). As the drain voltage
Vd increases, majority carriers generatedby impact ionization
accumulate at the minimum of potential and form a
quasineutral body region that acts as the base of the parasitic
bipolar transiSor. Fig.3 illustrates the SOI MOSFET and its
equivalent circuit including the parasitic bipotar transistor
and the irnpact ionization current Ii:(IvI *-ly[l -p{]uf ^
l)l 'Ich. With lch the channel current and B the bipolar
current gain. M is the impact ionization multiplication
coefficient, (lv[-l):Ai Vd exp(Bi ]/Vd), with Ai and "Bi, the
impact ionization conslants and .X, is the SCE characteristic
length [31. The bipolar action is modeled using the Ebers-
Moll equations [41. For subthreshold operation lch: Io
exflq(V gs-V'th),kI). The threshold voltage b'th isthen affected
by the back-gte effect, Vth :L'tho *-oVd -^f lzls. Where o
is the low-Vd Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL)
parameter, and 7is the linearized back-gate effect coeffrcient.
For a FD device and using Fig.3 equivalent circuit" 7=
Csi/Ctox. The OFF-state current is expressed as

rdoff= [ o;t 
. 

'] 
.lo.**o[- who - o 'w * v 'Lhs\ (l)

\l-l-(A.I-t)) '( m.kT'lq )
and the source-body potential is obtained by solving the
circuit equations in Fig.3.

ws=#h*[1r. q\# rot'd,u., .t) (2)

lt-y--l\ ttt/

n and ljo are the ideality factor and the reverse current of the
source-body diode, respectivelv. The SCE is included inV'tho
and B.

3. Comparison with Experimental Devices
Salicided Fully-Depleted SOI n-MOSFET's fabricated on

SIMOX wafers with 50nm thick--top Si, l00nm buried oxide
and 7nm gate oxide are considered in this study [2J.
From the data in Fig.l, Io is estimated to be 2 x l0-?A/pm.
Fig.4 compares the measured and calculated OFF current for
the n-MOSFETs of different gate lengths. The agreement
with the model proposed here is excellent. Ijo was the only
fitling parameter ( Ijo-10'taAlpm). The breakdown voltage
occurs when B' (h{-l)--I. The exponential dependence of
Idoff on Vd on short-channel devices corresponds to the
regtme where the floating body and back-gate bias effects
dominate the leakage . According with the derived model.
even when F*-,0, impact ionization and floating hdy effects
are enough to rise Vbs and,increase ldoff. Fig.5 illustrates the
effect of trlth on ldoff . Again. good agreement with the model
is obtained. From eq.(z), the on-set for the floating body
dominated leakage is determined by the source-body diode
characteristic (r, Ijo), the (Icho/Ijo) ratio and the impact
ionization critical voltage (Bi . A\ [3] Ijo can be increased S
the introduction of band gap engineering tsl or Ar
implantation to reduce lifetime 16l. The effect of the critical
voltage (8i.. d) indicates a tradeoffbetween a wide supply
voltage margln (large l) and SCE controllability (small 2).

The proposed analysis and model describe the effect of all
important parameters on OFF-state current. The rapid
increase of IOFF at low-V'd for {L'bs }(Vtho --o I''d)ty),
imposes a limit on the maximum supply voltage (- 1.3V for
the devices in Fig.2) for low leakage stable operation. The
physical insight grven by this new model proved useful in
transistor design and technolory optimization.
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Fig.l: Comparison of OFF-state NMOSFET current

for 0.35pm gate length BuIkSi and Fully-Depleted SOI

devices.
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Frg.Z: OFF-sate leakage cwrent Vs drain voltage for

0.35prn FD n-MOSFHTs fabricated on 50nm top Si film
on SIMOX wafers [2]. Low Vth and floating body effect

increase OFF cwrent at low drainvohage.
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Fig.3: SOI MOSFET equivalent circuit for static operation including the impact ionization Ii andthe

parasitic bipolar transistor.
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Fig.4: Comparisonofmeasrued(rnarks)andcalculated Fig.5: Comparison of measured (narks) and

(lines) SOI tnvlOSFET's OFF current Vs drainvoltage calculated (lines) SOI NMOSFIET's OFF current Vs

for dtfferent gate leng1hs. drain voltage for different Vth's, and L=0.35pm'
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